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Hong Kong Travel Guide Whether it is business or leisure bringing you to Hong Kong, you will find

something suitable for your tastes. With a plethora of shopping arcades and skyscrapers in the

business district, the city lures travelers from all over the world. If you are looking for a relaxing

break with your family, quiet retreat or a honeymoon, Hong Kong is a great destination. The city is

safe, and since it offers numerous attractions for people of all ages, no wonder it is one of the most

sought after destinations in China. Hong Kong brings you unlimited fun and a variety of things to do.

Whether you choose to go temple hopping or laze on the beaches, you will experience Hong Kong

at its best. One of the best times to visit the city is during the colorful festivals as the celebrations

last for several days, featuring fireworks, street parades, lots of dancing and drinking. Chinese New

Year is one of the most awaited times of the year, and the entire country celebrates this festival with

pomp and show. If you love shopping, you would not want to miss the Fashion Week that is held in

February every year. If you are interested in sightseeing, then you may choose to opt for the Hong

Kong tours that include sightseeing in their itinerary. You can visit the numerous historic buildings,

iconic monuments, and beaches. The city also has a lot of interesting tourist areas mainly for

recreation.
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Another place to be included in your bucket list of travels. It is sometimes a hassle to travel,

especially when you are not familiar with the place so it is important to study or at least have a

background check first for the place you are going to especially if it is your first time in there. And if

you have a plan on going to Hong Kong, this book will be a great guide. It has so many details about



the city, from the overview, to of course tourist spots, the must see's and the must try's. It is

organized in a way that you will not have any trouble of having no enough time. By just reading the

book, I already want to book a flight to Hong Kong as soon as I am available.

Hong Kong Travel Guide contains a lot of information there every need tourist to Hong Kong will

need to know. It covers all the exciting places in Hong Kong including beaches, restaurants and

meet ups. I really enjoyed this book and it will be my guide whenever I want to travel Hong Kong.

Not your typical tour guide with listed hotels, restaurants, etc. It has a more inside look into Hong

Kong, with more cultural information, tips during your stay, and what to look for. A great

supplemental guide for your trip. Best to book restaurants/hotels online because they change so

frequently and that way you can see the reviews as well.

Hong Kong is a very beautiful place to visit that is situate on the southern coast of China.

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s also a very safe place to visit with family members. But to enjoy fullest you need to know

where you can visit to enjoy. From this travel guide you will know everything for an amazing tour on

Hong Kong including where you can enjoy the Chinese New Year, different colorful festivals,

fireworks, street parades, sight-seeing at the coast and many more. Just an amazing tourist guide.

This book was amazing. It had suggestions for tourist destinations, unknown treasures, manners to

incorporate into your trip and history related to the tourist destinations. The book is very descriptive,

and some passages make you think that you are in the places that they describe. Some good bonus

material at the end as well! Definitely would recommend this book to anyone looking to travel to and

around Hong Kong.

I never thought that HongKong is an interesting place. I heard that it is an urban enclave and the

standard of living is high. I never knew that there are a lot of places to see. Not just the more

popular ones. I want to see the island discussed in this book. No I am not talking about Macau. I

want to see the beach and go parasailing in HongKong.

This book is gold! I love how it provides comprehensive information for tourists in Hong Kong. This

is unlike any other travel book you can buy as each information is presented in a very detailed

manner. Great tourist spot destinations are all here even the sumptuous food. Reading this makes



me feel excited to travel and know more.

I'm very disappointed in this book. It had more positive reviews so I took a chance but I wish I hadn't

purchased it. Truly 1/2 of the book was about martial arts and didn't serve my purpose. The first 1/2

was related to Hong Kong but very generic. Buyer beware!
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